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Transform the Way You Live Outdoors

With gardens increasingly becoming an extension of the 
home, The BBQube Collection is a great way to get outside 
more often, come rain or shine. Our unique products 
produce minimal smoke, are economical to use, and are a 
safe and effective way to live and entertain outdoors.
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The BBQube innovative key features seamlessly blend the reliability and time-tested 
quality of traditional craftsmanship with the latest advancements in technology. 

Key Features

Twin height easy adjust 
grill, enabling cooking 
of large joint of meat

Two part flue included

Digital thermometer
Spring assisted lid, easy 

open and soft close

Removable stainless 
steel side shelves

Integrated heat 
shield doors for 

comfortable 
cooking

Internal baffle to 
allow for direct or 

indirect heat when 
cooking

Stainless steel handles, 
easy to clean. Twin 
latches for secure 

action

Long travel air 
adjustment lever 

for fine control over 
temperature when 

cooking

Unique coated 
finish for corrosion 

resistance
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Clean heat
 » Lateral lever air control 
 » Fully sealed chamber 
 » Minimal smoke emissions 
 » Internal baffle directs heat
 » Two-part flue included

Quality Cooking Experience
 » Large Dual-function grill plate 
 » Adjustable heat control
 » Fully insulated lid reduces heat loss 
 » Self-cleaning 
 » Stainless steel side shelves
 » Removable digital thermometer
 » Protective gloves included
 » Internal baffle for direct or indirect heat when cooking
 » Lateral air adjustment lever for easy burn control
 » Integrated heat deflector doors
 » Aluminium handles

Patented British Design
 » Quickly diverts heat up to the grill
 » Comfort for you when cooking
 » Directs heat for warmth
 » Simple and effective
 » Unique, coated finish for corrosion resistance
 » Spring loaded, slow close lid and door
 » Modular Design for customisation and expansion
 » Integrated adjustable baffle for heat mode and cook mode
 » Two wheeled base for easy mobility, allowing the BBQ to   

        be moved around the patio or garden with ease.



Durable for years to come
A well-maintained BBQube guarantees enduring reliability, offering 
a secure heat source and adaptable cooking options for an extended 
period. Beyond exceptional performance and environmental standards, 
the BBQube is backed by a 3-year warranty. As with all BBQube products, 
the collection is meticulously engineered to the highest technical 
standards using premium-grade materials.

Environmental Preservation
The strategic air supply design leads to significantly reduced smoke 
production compared to other solid fuel outdoor heating and cooking 
devices. Through a short flue pipe, the minimal smoke that does arise is 
directed away from the unit and its surroundings.

Efficient Heating
Operating akin to a wood-burning stove, the heater employs a single 
lever to regulate airflow into the chamber, thus determining the heat 
output. With a glass door facilitating easy refuelling, the mesmerising 
glow of the flames remains consistently visible.

Versatile Cooking
A pair of discreet doors are cleverly designed to protect the chef from 
the heat of the fire and the glass from grease splashes. These doors 
can then be put into the open position for an uninterrupted view of the 
fire in heat-mode. The combustion technology harnessed from our 
indoor wood-burning stoves has been ingeniously adapted, affording an 
unparalleled degree of temperature control tailor-made for barbecues.



Efficient
Heat is transferred from a closed chamber, allowing the burn rate 
and output to be managed using a straightforward single-control 
mechanism. Every appliance in the range comes equipped with an 
airflow lever, enabling convenient adjustment of temperature for both 
cooking and comfort, as well as enhanced fuel efficiency.

Ecological
Utilising identical technology to our indoor wood-burning stoves, the 
BBQube Collection ensures a clean burn, minimising both environmental 
impact and user exposure. Efficient wood-burning emits less 
environmental damage than gas patio heaters that release substantial 
amounts of carbon dioxide.

Endorsed by Culinary Professionals
“BBQube's innovative Heater-Barbecues stand out. They offer an 
unparalleled level of temperature precision, user-friendliness, and an 
array of cooking modes, catering to a diverse range of recipes. Quick 
ignition and minimal smoke emission further enhance their appeal. 
When given the option, I would exclusively opt for a BBQube for all my 
cooking needs."

Ambience
In contrast to various outdoor heaters and especially fire pits, The 
BBQube Collection affords a substantial yet shielded view of the fire. 
This not only cultivates an incredibly atmospheric ambience but also 
diminishes the necessity to relocate in response to shifting winds. All 
emissions are directed up the flue, sparing everyone and everything 
from being enveloped in smoke clouds – a groundbreaking feature for 
a wood-fuelled outdoor heater. This constitutes a secure method of 
relishing an outdoor fire, with the advanced technology ensuring that 
the glass remains clear and the flames remain captivatingly visible.
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BBQube 2-Wheel Base: Grill and Heater 
Discover the BBQube, a premium dual-purpose heater-barbecue tailored for those who relish impromptu al-fresco 
feasting or seek to maximise their outdoor oasis. Crafted to perfection, this appliance caters to your desire for a quick 
barbecue fix or an increased utilisation of your cherished outdoor space.

With a grill area ideally sized for preparing succulent meat, delicately cooked fish and amazing seared vegetables for 
a gathering of 6-8, utilising high-quality charcoal, or employing a pizza stone to create impeccably crisped pizzas 
within minutes using kiln-dried logs, the options are enticingly versatile.

Featuring an elegant design that seamlessly complements any outdoor aesthetic, it’s an invitation to step outside 
more frequently – whether it’s for a morning coffee with the newspaper on a sunlit yet brisk day. Harnessing 
the acclaimed technology that defines the BBQube, this heater-barbecue emanates delightful radiant heat, 
guaranteeing an exceptional culinary encounter.

Key features:
 » 2-wheeled base for easy manoeuvrability.
 » Dual fuel: Charcoal for cooking. Wood for warmth
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BBQube: Grill and Heater 
The BBQube For Outdoor Kitchen allows you to build the BBQube into your own outdoor kitchen design. 
BBQube is provided without the wheeled base to allow you to sit it onto any flat surface into your outdoor 
kitchen. 

Discover the BBQube for Outdoor Kitchen, a premium dual-purpose heater-barbecue tailored for those 
who relish impromptu al-fresco feasting or seek to maximise their outdoor oasis. Crafted to perfection, this 
appliance caters to your desire for a quick barbecue fix or an increased utilisation 
of your cherished outdoor space.

Key features:
 » Provided with no base for you to build into your own outdoor kitchen set up
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BBQube Log Store: Grill and Heater 
BBQube & Log Store perfectly complements your BBQube. Made from the same sturdy steel with 
anti-corrosion finish, it easily connects to the side of BBQube giving you a stylish and convenient 
log store from which to fuel your fire.

Key Features:
 » Highly manoeuvrable on 4 castor wheels with brakes
 » Stainless steel side shelf included
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BBQube 4-Wheel Base: Heater Only
Discover the HeatQube Heater Only with 4-wheel base, a premium heater tailored for those who seek 
to maximise their outdoor oasis. Crafted to perfection, this heater caters to your desire for an increased 
utilisation of your cherished outdoor space.

Key features:
 » Highly manoeuvrable on 4 castor wheels with brakes
 » Ideal if you wish to complement an existing barbecue on your patio
 » Fuel: Wood for warmth
 » Powerful heating performance
 » Keeps you effortlessly warm
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HeatQube: Heater Only
Discover the HeatQube: Heater Only, a premium heater tailored for those who seek to maximise their
outdoor oasis. HeatQube is provided with no wheeled base for you to build into your own outdoor
entertaining space. Crafted to perfection, this heater caters to your desire for an increased utilisation of your 
cherished outdoor space.

Key features:
 » Provided with no base for you to build into your own outdoor entertaining space
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BBQube 2-Wheel Base: Grill and Heater

BBQube: Grill and Heater

BBQube Log Store: Grill and Heater
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HeatQube: Heater Only

HeatQube 4-Wheel Base: Heater Only




